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Executive Summary 
_____________________________________________________________________________

IXL is an end-to-end teaching and learning solution that engages learners in grades Pre-K through 
12 with a comprehensive curriculum and a first-of-its-kind assessment suite. A core component of 
IXL’s assessment suite is the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic, an interim assessment designed to provide 
students and educators with in-the-moment information about students’ subject area knowledge. 
The diagnostic was designed by a team of educators and mathematicians and uses Item Response 
Theory (Lord, 1980) to automatically adjust question difficulty based on students’ response patterns. 
The diagnostic provides immediate insights about students’ current knowledge levels and, using 
these results, creates personalized action plans that help students close gaps quickly.

IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic has been validated with other standardized assessments including the 
NWEA MAP Growth, ILEARN, FSA, and SOL assessments (An, 2021, 2022; IXL Learning, 2020b, 2020a; 
Schonberg, 2021). The goal of this study was to assess the validity of IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic in 
both math and reading using a new criterion measure: the Star Assessment. We analyzed math and 
reading data from students in grades 1-8 attending public schools in a large, suburban Oklahoma 
district. Within each subject, we found:

• Strong, positive correlations between IXL’s Diagnostic and Star performance (all rs ≥ .70)
• A high degree of overlap in student proficiency classifications by the IXL Diagnostic and Star 

Assessment

These results provide further evidence that IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic is a valid measure of student 
grade-level proficiency.
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Background 
_____________________________________________________________________________

IXL is an end-to-end teaching and learning solution that is used by 1 in 4 students in the US and over 
13 million students worldwide as of this writing. It includes a comprehensive curriculum for students 
in grades Pre-K through 12 as well as a first-of-its-kind assessment suite. A core component of IXL’s 
assessment suite is the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic, an interim assessment that was developed by a 
collaborative team of educators and mathematicians and covers material aligned with the Common 
Core and other academic standards (see Bashkov et al., 2021).

IXL’s Diagnostic is especially valuable because it provides immediate insights for students and 
educators about current knowledge levels in key strands of math and ELA. The diagnostic uses Item 
Response Theory (Lord, 1980) to analyze student response patterns. Based on students’ responses, 
the diagnostic then provides personalized action plans that lay out clear next steps for students to 
reach their learning goals.

It is important that the information provided by IXL’s Diagnostic maps onto real-world outcomes 
such as performance on other assessments—thus, collecting validity evidence for the diagnostic is 
essential. Prior validity research correlating the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic with other assessments 
has yielded favorable results. For example, studies using the NWEA MAP Growth assessment as 
criterion have found high predictive validity for IXL’s Diagnostic (An, 2021; IXL Learning, 2020b). 
Similarly, the IXL Diagnostic was shown to have high predictive validity with the Indiana Learning 
Evaluation Assessment Readiness Network (ILEARN) assessment (IXL Learning, 2020a), the Virginia 
state Standards of Learning (SOL; Schonberg, 2021), and the Florida Standards Assessment (FSA; An, 
2022). The goal of this study was to validate IXL’s Diagnostic with a new external criterion measure: 
the Star Assessments, which are a widely-used set of formative assessments. Specifically, we 
examined the Star Math and Star Reading assessments as criterion measures.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This study aimed to answer the following research questions for math and reading, separately:

1. How strong are the correlations between scores on the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic assessment 
and the Star Assessment?

2. What is the degree of overlap in student grade-level proficiency classifications by IXL’s Real-
Time Diagnostic and the Star Assessment? That is, to what extent do students receive the same 
classifications (at or above grade level vs. below) by IXL’s Diagnostic and the Star Assessment?

Assessing the Predictive Validity of the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic 
Using Star Assessments as Criterion
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Study Design and Methodology
_____________________________________________________________________________

PARTICIPANTS
To be included in the math or reading analyses, students needed to have both a pinpointed IXL Real-
Time Diagnostic score in math or reading and a Star Assessment score in the corresponding subject. 
Using these criteria, we included 7,524 students in the math analyses and 10,847 students in the 
reading analyses. Descriptive statistics for student demographic characteristics and performance on 
IXL’s Diagnostic as well as the Star Assessment can be found in Appendix A.

DATA SOURCES
Star Assessment Data
To validate the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic with the Star Assessment, we obtained Spring 2022 student-
level Star Assessment performance data from 30 schools in a large, suburban Oklahoma school 
district. In this district, students in grades 1 through 8 completed the Star Reading assessment, and 
students in grades 2 through 6 completed the Star Math assessment. The Star Assessments are 
widely used as formative assessments in districts nationwide and have been extensively validated. 
Both Star Reading and Star Math are computer adaptive tests (CATs), meaning that question 
difficulty changes based on students’ patterns of correct and incorrect responses. The specific 
Star measure used as criterion in this study is percentile rank, which is a norm-referenced score 
obtained by comparing a student’s scaled score to that of same-grade peers in a national sample. 
For more information about the Star Assessments, see https://www.renaissance.com/products/star-
assessments/. 

IXL Diagnostic Data
IXL Real-Time Diagnostic data were obtained from IXL’s database. When a student completes 
a sufficient number of questions in a subject (math or ELA) in IXL’s Diagnostic, they receive a 
pinpointed score that indicates their overall grade-level proficiency in that subject. For example, a 
score of 350 indicates that the student has acquired about 50% of third-grade material, whereas 
a score of 400 indicates that the student is ready to learn fourth-grade material. Within the ELA 
diagnostic, students receive an overall pinpointed ELA score as well as a pinpointed reading score. 
We obtained all available pinpointed diagnostic scores in math and reading for students in this 
Oklahoma district across the 2021-22 school year and used those closest to the end-of-year Star 
Assessment date in each subject.

ANALYTIC APPROACH
Research Question 1: Correlations Between IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic and Star Assessment 
Performance
We analyzed data from 30 elementary and middle schools in one Oklahoma school district where 
students completed IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic in math or reading and Star Assessments in math 
or reading. IXL’s Diagnostic uses a continuous vertical scale across grades Pre-K through 12 ranging 
from 0 to 1300, indicating grade-level proficiency. In contrast, the Star Assessment measure we 
used—percentile rank—has values that range from 1 to 99.

Given this difference in scaling and range of scores, we used correlations (Pearson’s r)  to assess 
test-criterion relations within each grade separately. Correlation values can range from -1.00 to 

https://www.renaissance.com/products/star-assessments/
https://www.renaissance.com/products/star-assessments/
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+1.00 and indicate the strength of a linear relationship between two variables; values above .70 are 
considered to indicate a strong, positive relationship (Ratner, 2009). Thus, r coefficients above .70 
between students’ IXL Real-Time Diagnostic scores and their Star Assessment scores would provide 
additional predictive validity evidence for the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic as a measure of grade-level 
proficiency using the Star Assessments as criterion.

Research Question 2: Alignment of Student Proficiency Classifications Across Measures
In addition to correlations between IXL Real-Time Diagnostic and Star Assessment scores, we also 
examined alignment of student proficiency classifications across the two measures. Specifically, we 
conducted chi-square tests to investigate the degree to which students who performed at or above 
grade level on the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic also performed at or above benchmark (i.e., passing) on 
the Star Assessment (or, conversely, whether students’ performance was below grade level on both 
measures). In addition, we conducted logistic regressions using IXL proficiency status (i.e., an IXL 
Real-Time Diagnostic score at or above grade level) to predict the likelihood of achieving proficiency 
(i.e., a classification of at or above benchmark) on the Star Assessment.

Results
_____________________________________________________________________________

MATH
We found strong, statistically significant correlations between IXL Real-Time Diagnostic math 
score and Star Math percentile rank in each grade (smallest r = .77, all ps < .001). See Figure 1 for 
scatterplots of these correlations by grade. 

Figure 1. Correlations between IXL Real-Time Diagnostic score and Star percentile rank in math. All correlations are statistically 
significant at p < .001.
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Next, we examined the alignment of student proficiency classifications across the two measures. We 
found that IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic and the Star Math assessment aligned in how they classified 
the majority (77%) of students, χ2(1) = 1805.52, p < .001. That is, 77% of students were classified by 
both measures as performing at or above grade level, or by both measures as performing below 
grade level. In line with this finding, a logistic regression model predicting Star Math proficiency 
status from IXL proficiency status showed that students who were classified as proficient by the IXL 
Real-Time Diagnostic were 11.46 times more likely to be proficient (i.e., at or above benchmark) on 
Star Math than students who were not proficient based on IXL’s Diagnostic (see Table B1).

ELA
As in math, we found strong, statistically significant correlations between IXL Real-Time Diagnostic 
reading score and Star Reading percentile rank in each grade (smallest r = .70, all ps < .001). See 
Figure 2 for scatterplots of these correlations by grade.

Figure 2. Correlations between IXL Real-Time Diagnostic score in Reading and Star Reading percentile rank. All correlations are 
statistically significant at p < .001.
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Next, we examined the alignment of student proficiency classifications across measures. As in math, 
we found that IXL’s Real-Time Diagnostic in reading and the Star Reading assessment aligned in 
how they classified the majority (79%) of students, χ2(1) = 3283.65, p < .001. That is, 79% of students 
were classified by both measures as performing at or above grade level, or by both measures as 
performing below grade level. Furthermore, a logistic regression model predicting Star Reading 
proficiency status from IXL Real-Time Diagnostic proficiency status found that students classified 
as proficient by IXL’s Diagnostic were 13.22 times more likely to be proficient (i.e., at or above 
benchmark) on Star Reading, compared to students who were not classified as proficient by the IXL 
Diagnostic (see Table B2).

Conclusion
_____________________________________________________________________________

In this study, we investigated the predictive validity of the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic using a novel 
set of assessments as criterion: the Star Assessments in Math and Reading. We examined test-
criterion relationships between the two measures in each subject and found strong correlations 
between the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic and the Star Assessment. In addition, we found a high degree 
of alignment in the two measures’ classifications of students into proficiency levels (on or above vs. 
below). Coupled with prior examinations of content validity (Bashkov et al., 2021), construct validity 
(IXL Learning, 2020a), and predictive validity (An, 2022; IXL Learning, 2020b; Schonberg, 2021), these 
findings corroborate a strong program of validity for the IXL Real-Time Diagnostic. 
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Appendix A: Descriptive Statistics of Student Demographics and
Performance
_____________________________________________________________________________

Table A1. Student grade-level characteristics

Note. N = 7,524. IXL Real-Time Diagnostic scores and Star Math percentile ranks are from the end of the school year.

Table A2. Means (standard deviations) for math assessments
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Table A3. Means (standard deviations) for reading assessments

Note. N = 10,846. IXL Real-Time Diagnostic scores and Star Reading percentile ranks are from the end of the school year.
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Appendix B: Chi-Square and Logistic Regression Results
_____________________________________________________________________________

Table B1. 2x2 table, chi-square, and logistic regression for math

Note. N = 7,524.

*** p < .001.

Note. N = 10,846.

*** p < .001.

Table B2. 2x2 table, chi-square, and logistic regression for reading


